State estimation (SE) of distribution networks relies on pseudo measurements that introduce significant errors, as real-time data are not normally available. Interval SE models are regularly used, where true values of system states are categorized according to estimated ranges. However, conventional interval SE algorithms do not consider the correlations of same interval variables in constraints, which results in overly conservative estimation results. In this paper, we propose a Linear Programming Contractor algorithm that uses a relative distance measure (RDM) interval operation to solve this problem. In the proposed model, measurement errors are assumed to be bounded into given sets, thus converting the state variables to RDM variables. In this case, the SE model is a non-convex model, and the solution credibility cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, the nonlinear measurement equations in the model were transformed into inequality linear equations using the mean value theorem, to form a linear programming contractor that iteratively narrows the upper and lower bounds of the system state variables. Additionally, an algorithm is proposed to detect bad data.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background S few real-time measurements can be made in distribution networks, implementation of the advanced analysis and computing functions of distribution management systems (DMS) is severely restricted. The most widely used distribution network state estimation (DNSE) technique is the weighted least squares method [1] . DNSEs are based on the core principle that a form of normalization can be used to determine the distance between estimated and measured values; a short distance indicates that the estimate was accurate. However, most DNs offer few real-time measurements, so observations cannot depend wholly on real-time data. Therefore, DNSEs that feature pseudo-measurement generation and modeling are often used [2] . Owing to the large load volatility of distribution networks, the current load data are primarily obtained in the form of empirical and historic data, which results in some Manuscript received XX, 2020. This work was by the National Science Foundation of China (51725703).
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forecasting uncertainty. This results in sub-optimal operation of the distribution network, and it is necessary to use a non-deterministic model to simulate and replace traditional deterministic models.
Interval state estimation (SE) [3] is used to estimate the uncertainty range of states in which the 'true' states are certain to be found. This guaranteed information is more desirable than a single 'optimal' estimate for the analysis and control of power systems. This method considers the measurement uncertainties of systems, which are described only through associated error boundaries, and does not assume that the measurement errors follow a probability density function. Therefore, the results are credible if the description of the measurement boundary is correct. Interval SE was originally developed for transmission systems [4] .
B. Previous research
The guaranteed SE model can be solved using one of three methods:
(1) Interval analysis (IA) can be applied to the model directly [7] and has been used in transmission networks [9] . However, the results generated by the IA method are very conservative [11] . Modified Krawczyk-operator algorithm performs interval linear state estimation based on PMU and SCADA hybrid measurements [12] . However, the deployment of PMUs in distribution networks is too expensive since their scales are much larger than transmission networks. Which makes this method is unsuitable for power distribution network applications (2) The optimal method has attracted interest in recent years [13] . Some researchers have shown that the uncertainty intervals of state variables and measurements can be estimated by programmatically maximizing or minimizing a variable component. However, the results are not guaranteed as the optimal problems are non-convex, and globally optimal solutions cannot always be obtained [6] . Two interval optimization models based on the unknown-but-bounded (UBB) theory and the solution bounds of state variables obtained using a two-stage linear programming (LP) approach were presented in Ref. [16] without considering shrinking the interval of pseudo measurement. For this nonlinear model, linearization can be performed in a certain system state, but this does not guarantee a successful result. A method for interval SE in the case of bad data was presented in Ref. [17] , but the outcome of this technique relied on a scaling parameter, which means either that the reliability of the results cannot be guaranteed, or the result is highly conservative.
(3) Interval constraint propagation (ICP) [18] is also used for guaranteed SE. This is a highly efficient technique that has been 2 applied for power system SE [4] [20] . Real-time measurements are insufficient, but large-scale pseudo-measurements can increase the flexibility of the ICP method. Furthermore, the ICP results are over-relaxed as the correlations of same interval variables in distribution network constraints are ignored. In addition, the ICP method cannot be used to compress bad data, so it may return an empty solution when bad data are involved.
To ensure system security in all possible scenarios, power system SE models should address measurement uncertainty. Extensive literature discusses the detection and identification of bad data during SE [21] . Robust estimators reduce measurement weight with a high residual during estimation, so that the effects of bad data are minimized [25] . Methods for detection and identification of bad data typically use specific rules. However, oversights when defining these rules can cause the estimated result to deviate from the real state. For example, a practical demonstration of a branch current-based DSSE method is presented in Ref. [26] . The authors concluded that the commonly accepted use of three standard deviations (σ) as a bad data detection threshold is inadequate when load profile data are used to detect errors in feeder line flow measurements. The variation in estimation criteria adopted for robust estimation result in different bad data measurement sets. If bad data are not detected, the estimated results deviate from the real state.
C. Contributions
Here, we propose a linear programming contractor algorithm that applies the relative distance measure (RDM) interval operation [27] to DNSE. This method uses the computational framework of optimization model, but differs from traditional methods in that RDM interval calculations are used when computing optimum. The RDM constraint interval arithmetic is as follows.
The primary contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) A new scheme for guaranteed SE is presented, where convert the original problem into an RDM form optimization model so that the resulting intervals are guaranteed to facilitate system decision-making.
(2) The SE model used for RDM variables is non-convex and its credibility cannot be guaranteed. Here, the nonlinear measurement equations are transformed into an LP contractor and it is used to narrow the upper and lower bounds of the system state variables. The credibility and accuracy of the results can be improved through this transformation. The most worthy of explanation is that the proposed method can reduce the scope of pseudo measurement and avoid setting too large a range of pseudo measurement.
(3) A bad data test method is presented to improve the robustness of the proposed SE technique.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The main concepts of the RDM arithmetic are presented in Section II, and Section III describes the interval form of SE in a distribution network, and its solution. A linear programming contractor algorithm using RDM interval arithmetic is proposed in Section IV, and Section V details the results of several numerical tests to investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. MAIN CONCEPTS OF RDM-ARITHMETIC
The conventional interval arithmetic does not consider the correlation between variables causes regular interval operations to not conform to some laws in mathematical calculations (such as distributive law, cancellation law) [18] . To solve this problem, the concept of multidimensional RDM arithmetic was developed by Piegat [29] .
In RDM, the interval 
A. Operations in RDM interval arithmetic
The following operations are defined in RDM arithmetic: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Depending on the number of variables in a calculation, the solutions obtained are in multidimensional space, as opposed to one-dimensional space (as with conventional arithmetic).
Let X and Y represent two intervals: inverse elements, distributive law, the cancellation law of multiplication, and so on. But the conventional interval arithmetic cannot fully meet these properties. Further details are provided in Appendix A of [35] as a supplemental file.
B. Correlation analysis of variables in RDM arithmetic
as an example, we can test the above assertions. Then we have the function  calculation table: Function form Conventional interval arithmetic RDM interval arithmetic
In mathematics, we all know: 1
but the conventional interval arithmetic show different results. This occurs because the conventional interval arithmetic consider a, b, and c are independent variables, there is no correlation between them. As can be seen from the table, as the form of the function is different, the result of the regular interval calculation may be enlarged (such as 1 f , 3 f ). And it can also be seen from the table that this problem does not exist in RDM.
Remark: RDM interval arithmetic can eliminate the conservativeness of the correlation problem when some interval variables appear several times. Furthermore, the RDM interval algorithm does not depend on the function form and conforms to all of the properties of mathematical calculation theory.
III. INTERVAL FORM OF STATE ESTIMATION IN A DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

A. Deficiencies in traditional state estimation
In power systems, the relationship between the state variables and measurements is determined by the measurement equations, as: 
.
As the result of (11) depends on the estimation criteria used (e.g. weighted least squares estimator, quadratic-constant estimator and so on), but in these existing methods, measurements with uncertain errors are described as random variables with known statistical properties, such as probability distribution and standard variance, and the estimations are handled using probability theory. Actually, these statistical properties are difficult to characterise in practice. Inexact matching of the assumed statistical hypotheses may lead to inaccurate estimates. Therefore, Interval state estimation becomes an effective alternative method.
B. Interval form of state estimation
First, interval state estimation consider that the measurement error is bounded within a known range and can therefore be expressed as: 13) In this context, the measurement equation can be expressed as:
is an estimation of the quantities in the measurement vector Z .
According to the interval SE approach, the estimated states are denoted as an interval [] x , which is the solution of the following constrained satisfaction problem: 
IV. RDM FORM OF INTERVAL STATE ESTIMATION FORMULATION AND ITS SOLUTION
In this method, the power on sending end of branch and the square of branch current magnitude are chosen as the state variables as listed in (16) . Therefore, measurement functions of ampere and voltage measurements are significantly simplified and no measurements transformation is needed in this method.
( , , , )
where i U is the voltage at node i , and ,, 
where the subscript meanings are the same as in Equation 
A. Measurement and Constraint Equations for RDM Intervals State Estimation of a Distribution Network
In interval SE, all variables and measurements can be expressed in the form of intervals 
The measurement and constraint equations of the DNSE are follow (all variables and measurements are intervals). 
1) The branch current amplitude measurement equation is:
Which can be reformulated into RDM interval arithmetic form:
Other measurement equations can also be reformulated into RDM interval arithmetic form.
2) The measurement equation for the branch head is:
Which can be reformulated into RDM interval arithmetic form: 
3) The measurement equation for the end of branch is:
Which can reformulated into interval form:
And RDM interval arithmetic from:
4) The power balance constraints on buses are given by:
Which can be reformulated into interval form:
And RDM arithmetic form:
Here, 2 jj VU =
5)
The measurement equation for the square of the node voltage is:
Which can be reformulated into interval form: 22 (
And RDM interval arithmetic form:
6) The voltage constraint of node j is given by:
And RDM interval arithmetic form: 
The voltage constraint of node i is given by: 
B. Linear programming contractor
As (38) and (41) are nonlinear, we present a linearization strategy (referred to as an LP contractor) to transform the model into convex form. The specific process is described in Appendix B of [35] .
The nonlinear constraints (38) and (41) can be rewritten in a compact form:
( ) 0 gx= (42) As g is differentiable, according to the mean-value theorem (40) and (43) can be transformed into linear inequality constraints as a contractor:
Where:
As (41) is a monotonic function, RDM interval arithmetic can be used to add an additional LP contractor:
Where: 1 2 1 2 , , , A A B B are described in Appendix B of [35] . The boundaries of [x] narrow during the iteration process, so 12 ,, B B B are also reduced. Therefore, Equations (43) and (44) can iteratively reduce [x] as an LP contractor and the whole algorithm procedure is described in Fig.2 .
C. Detecting Outliers
If measurements include bad data, the interval estimation process will become less accurate, or may produce an empty set.
Here, a method for testing bad data is described to solve this issue. The technique is based on the weighted least absolute value (WLAV) method [30] , as follows:
Step 1: According to formula (13) , each measurement can be represented by a pair of inequality constraints based on the upper and lower limits of measurement tolerance.
Step 2: The inequality (13) can therefore be generalized by including 0/1 binary variables to effectively "switch off" the inequality when necessary: Where m is the number of measurements.
The binary variable i b is expected to be 0 for "good" measurements. When necessary, a measurement can be ignored, or "switched off," by choosing 1
Step 4: The WLAV method is used to find a certain solution WLAV x .
Step 5: ()
Step 6: If i Z  satisfies the following conditions:
Then the measurement is good; otherwise, it is deleted.
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D. Guaranteed State Estimation
A guaranteed SE was presented in sections A and B for interval SE. The process is as follows:
Step 1: Use the algorithm in section C to detect and reject outliers.
Step 2: Turn the problems into LP-RDM issues by reference to section A by solving: min or max ( , , ,
. (23) 
The basic idea of the model of (47) is: Since the RDM variable monotonically increases within a range (Section I), as long as the min and max of the RDM variable are solved, the range of the original interval can be calculated. The significance of this model is: when specifying any point in each measurement range, the corresponding state variable point can be found, ensuring that all possible states of the model can be found, avoiding the impact of uncertainty.
Step 3: Convert the RDM variables into their original forms.
Step 4: If the variable width is not decreased further, go to Step 5; otherwise go to Step 2.
Step 5: End.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed methodology was developed in the MATLAB environment and the INTLAB package [33] was employed for IA computation. For comparison, we implemented two alternative techniques: the conventional ICP method [20] , Modified Krawczyk-operator [12] and the optimization-based interval method (OPT). The detailed model of OPT method can refer to Appendix D of [35] as a supplemental file.
The tests were divided into three parts:
• Conservative test: The SE interval widths were considered, and the width of the state interval was defined as: For the measurement interval [z], the initial interval 0 [] z was known, so the degree of conservativeness could be evaluated by comparing the measurement interval shrinkage ratios: • Credibility test: a credibility test was used to determine how frequently the true value was within the resulting interval. The calculation index C is defined as:
Where N is the total number of test samples, 12 • Computational performance: Additional tests have been performed to assess the computational performance of the proposed method.
All tests were carried out on IEEE 69-bus and 123-bus networks, and the systems were configured as described in [34] . In total, 100 measurements were simulated by adding uniformly distributed noise to a real set of measured data. The uncertainty variables considered here include voltage, current, and power. The measurement details are listed in [34] . In practice, the uncertainty of measurement are various. The uncertainty variables considered in this paper include voltage, current and power data. The standard deviations for each type are listed as follows: ✓ Initial voltage width [0.75,1.2] ✓ For the measurement data, the standard deviation of current measurement is 1%. The standard deviations of active and reactive power measurement are 1%. So, the initial measurement interval was [0.99 ,1.01 ] zz . z is the measurement value. ✓ As pseudo-measurement errors are large, the upper and lower ranges of pseudo-measurement fluctuations were set to roughly 10%  of their rated values [11] [16] . The branch current and branch power range were calculated using the power flow equation to evaluate measurements and pseudo-measurements. As the errors are very high, the upper and lower ranges of the initial values of state variable fluctuations were set to roughly 150%  of the rated values. Note that the branch current and power are both greater than zero.
A. Test results with no bad data 1) IEEE 69-bus distribution network
A credible system is one in which the result contains all solutions that satisfy the constraints, and reflect the true system state. The true state of a standard test system is known, so it is possible to directly test whether the true state was included in the result interval. Here, 100 samples on the IEEE 69-bus network were simulated by adding a uniformly distributed error to the true measurement values. Table I shows that the proposed method and original ICP method obtained guaranteed results in all cases (100%), but the OPT method received a credibility score of 45%. Table I show the widths determined by the three methods and the node voltage amplitude interval, which is determined using equation (48) and (49). It was found that the smallest width was estimated using the OPT method, but the credibility of the method is not guaranteed. The proposed method is clearly superior to the ICP method and modified Krawczyk operator (MKO) [12] because it does not suffer from the correlation problem. Therefore, the conservativeness of the results obtained by the proposed method is significantly reduced compared to those of the ICP method and MKO. Table I also lists the calculation time of the three methods for the 69-node system. The proposed method was 10 times faster than the OPT 7 method, but was a little faster than the ICP method. The computational efficiency of the MKO method appears fastest.
Table I also presents the shrinkage ratios for the measurement. It can be seen that the conservativeness of the proposed method is reduced compared to the ICP method. Specifically, the ratio obtained by the ICP method is close to 0.94, while for the proposed method it is 0.74. It can be seen that proposed method can effectively mitigate the conservativeness associated with the ICP method. In addition, The MKO method does not have the ability to reduce the range of the measurement, so that when the measurement range is set large, the result will be affected.
It should be noted that the OPT method relies heavily on the initial width and value selections, and it will fail to converge if the initial value is improperly selected. In addition, the calculation time of the proposed method is reduced when the measurement is increased due to fewer iterations (Fig.3 ). Fig.4 shows the voltage average width and the measured width shrink decrease monotonously during the iteration procedure. This means the proposed method can narrow the voltage width and the measurement width as the iteration proceeding, which makes the inequality constraints tighter, forming a contraction process. When the iteration number reaches 4, we can see that the voltage width and the measurement width are basically unchanged, which indicates that the contraction process converges.
2) IEEE 123-bus distribution network
Similar to the IEEE 69-bus network, the credibility of the OPT method was only 72%, while the other two methods were 100% credible. Table II shows the average voltage width and measurement ratio values. The OPT method produced the best results, but it has been shown to have poor credibility. The proposed method produced significantly better results than the ICP method and MKO. Table II also shows that the proposed method is more efficient than the OPT method and ICP method.
B. Analysis of Robustness to Bad Data
In this section, we assess the robustness of the proposed method. Suppose that the system measurement set is M . If there is a subset N belonging to M such that the state variable set ( \ ) X M N = , then N is called a feasible outlier set; otherwise, N is an infeasible outlier set.
With interval SE, bad data affecting SE take one of two forms:
• Incompatible outlier set: For the subset W in N , when any measuring point iW  , and the corresponding collection point Three test cases were trialed on the IEEE 69-bus network: in (1), only the compatible outliers were included; in (2), only the incompatible outliers were included; and in (3), both compatible and incompatible outliers were included. Table III presents the bad data settings, and the bad data identified by the proposed method. It is clear that the outlier recognition method can identify outliers and ensure the credibility of the SE. Owing to the existence of compatible outliers, the proposed method considers the outliers set to be greater than the actual set. This results in relaxation of the feasible domain. We have proposed an LP contractor using RDM variables to iteratively reduce the state and measurement intervals. Because the conventional ICP methods overlook the correlations between variables, the results are overly conservative. Therefore, they cannot efficiently locate the actual system state. The conservativeness of the ICP method was overcome through inclusion of the RDM interval algorithm. Furthermore, an OPT method was developed for comparison. Numerical tests showed that the OPT method produced the narrowest interval state width, but the credibility was unacceptably low. The proposed method mitigated the conservativeness of the conventional ICP methods and guaranteed the credibility of the estimation results. Furthermore, tests showed that both the compatible and incompatible outliers could be identified using the proposed method. 26,33,57,12,20,29,,48,50,60 
